Prestan® Professional Adult Manikin CPR Rate Monitor

As recommended by the updated 2015 CPR Guidelines, Prestan has taken its innovative and patented CPR Rate Monitor to the next level of quality feedback. When students are practicing CPR compressions on a Prestan Professional Adult Manikin, not only will they see when they have reached and are maintaining the minimum recommended speed of 100 cpm, they will also see when they reach the upper limit of 120 cpm - the yellow monitor light will flash rapidly to let them know!

How the CPR Rate Monitor Works

1. Begin compressions on the Prestan Professional Adult Manikin
2. When you reach the correct depth of 2-2.4", you will hear an audible CLICK to confirm
3. The clicker sends a signal to your CPR Rate Monitor with each compression and the CPR Rate Monitor instantly and continuously responds to your speed with color-coded LED lighting for invaluable feedback!

< 60 CPM
60-79 CPM
80-99 CPM
100-119 CPM
120+ CPM

Prestan Professional Manikins may be purchased either with or without the CPR Rate Monitor. The CPR Rate Monitor is also available for separate purchase (#RPP-AMON-1) and can be easily installed into a Prestan Professional Manikin by the customer.

Browse these products at http://www.mcrmedical.com/category/Prestan-Adult-CPR-Manikins.html
Prestan® Professional Adult Manikin

Adult Manikin features:

- Realistic looking and performing manikin is more acceptable to both instructors and students
- Far easier and faster to carry and setup at training sites
- Easily inserted face-shield/lung-bag provides visual chest rise to ensure students receive the most accurate and realistic training
- Face shield is secured so it won't slip and there's no need for adhesives
- Patented face/head tilt simulates how an actual victim's head would move if he required CPR and teaches students how to properly open the airway
- Located in the shoulder is an optional CPR Rate Monitor that provides instant visual feedback on compression rates - students know they are at the correct compression rate when two green lights illuminate
- The unique Clicker Mechanism provides an audible confirmation when the correct compression depth is reached, guiding to the appropriate force when administering CPR compressions.
- Available individually or in convenient multipacks of four
- Prestan Manikins are not made with natural rubber latex

Contact your Prestan Authorized Distributor to Reorder Accessories

- #PP-ALB-10 (10-pack Adult Manikin face-shield/lung-bags)
- #PP-ALB-50 (50-pack Adult Manikin face-shield/lung-bags)
- #PP-AFS-50 (50-pack Adult Manikin face-shields)
- #PP-AM-100M-MS (with CPR Monitor)
- #PP-AM-100-MS (without CPR Monitor) (Prestan Professional Adult Manikin Single)

Browse these products at http://www.mcrmedical.com/category/Prestan-Adult-CPR-Manikins.html